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1. Behavior is communication

2. We cannot control another persons 
behavior. The only thing we can    

control is our reaction to it. 

My guiding beliefs



I know what challenging behavior looks like!







Become a behavioral detective

• Behavior is communication!

• What are they trying to tell you?

• It’s NOT about you!

BUT . . . What is your role in the situation? How are you making things 
better or worse? 

Get Curious!



A child repeats behavior because it works, or has been reinforced 
(positively or negatively) at some time. The good new is, generally 
speaking . . . 

Behavior CAN be changed!

Behavior is environmental – can present differently in different settings.

“Behavior is not random, It is often an inappropriate attempt to meet 
very appropriate needs.” – Mendler and Curwin





Despite our best intentions, level of expertise or careful planning . . . .  
Unexpected behaviors will occur.



The Brain



Hierarchy of Brain Function

Forebrain

Midbrain

Hindbrain

Abstract thought

Problem-solving

Impulse Control

Language

Memory

Processing sensations

Regulating body temp.

Processing internal states

Motor movement

Digestion

Swallowing

Respiration

Heartbeat



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0BYs-LN5bY

Daniel Siegel’s Hand Model of the Brain

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0BYs-LN5bY












Why do relationships matter?
• Relationships create a sense of safety, calm and care. 

• A strong relationship will make solving problems easier.

• Can prevent behaviors/challenging situations before they escalate – know and 
can recognize the subtleties of patterns of escalation.



Get to know the 
children you are 

working with. Get 
curious, be interested, 

be genuine. 



Some ways to build relationship within the 
day to day

• Beginning each day with a greeting circle. 

• Using a “relationship” or “get to know you” jar. Have interesting 
questions or conversation starters on slips of paper – choose one or 
two each day.

• Make some time to be able to check in and connect with each child, 
each day. Some kids seek attention and are easy to connect with. 
Don’t forget those who are less this way – sometimes they need it 
the most!





Approaching your work space with 
a trauma informed 
mindset means that you focus on 
relationship and connection.

When kids (people) feel safe and 
cared for and are able to build 
trusting relationships with those 
around them, they will absolutely 
flourish.  



How we respond to unexpected behavior almost 
always is what can escalate or de-escalate a 

situation.



Universal Considerations
Supports that will benefit ALL

• What structures and routines do you follow?
What does drop off look like? How do you greet children and families? Is there something to do in the “down 
time”? How do you get a groups attention? How do you communicate the daily/weekly plan? 

• Are your expectations and routines clear? How do you know?
Is there a calendar of daily activities? Do you have a “plan board”? Do you have a system in place for 
addressing challenging behaviors? 

• Transitions are the most challenging times for most children – how do 
you address these times?

Do you use transition activities? How much “down time” is given? How do you regain control of the group? Do 
you front load changes in activity? Do you give a 5 minute warning?





Intentionally commit to positivity.

Positive language can help to “flip the 
script”. Can lead to a more positive 
mindset and way of looking at problems.



I have this sign in several 
places in my classroom.
I refer to it often and read 
it at the beginning and end 
of every week.



Visual Supports

What visual supports do YOU use?

How do you feel when you do not have access to YOUR visuals?



Creating Calm
setting children up for success

• How do children enter your space?
Does someone greet them at the door? Are there any times to     
connect with children at this time or shortly after?

• Think about how your space is organized. 
Does it allow for a quiet place to be? Is it tidy and orderly? Do   
you have activities/routines for down times/transition times? 

• Do children know what is expected? 
Do you have consistent routines? Have they seen the day plan?





Fidgets
tools NOT toys

- Some fidgets can be over  

stimulating.

- Should only be used for a short 

time to focus attention or calm 

the body.

- Fidgets should be as boring as 

possible

- Before introducing them, they 

need to be taught to both the 

student and the class.

- Create rules for the tools

Example of Rules:

Tools must stay in your 
hands or on the desk.

If the tool leaves your 
hands, there will be a 
warning. If it happens again, 
it’s not the right tool for the 
moment.

Is it the right time for a tool? 
Please ask before getting 
your tool. 



• Non judgemental
• Give your undivided attention
• Focus on feelings and facts
• Allow for silence and reflection
• Restate and paraphrase “you’re 

feeling ________ because 
________”



• The speaker (child, parent or co-
worker) will feel heard and 
understood.

• You are ensuring that you fully 
understand the persons perspective 
and where they are coming from.

• It communicates respect and lets the 
person know that you are willing to 
work WITH them to come to a 
solution.   



How to ensure you’re heard . . . 

• Don’t assume because you have said something (even a few times), they’ve 
heard! 

• Some children (people) have a difficult time filtering information with 
other stimuli happening around them.

• Some people need individual direction, or confirmation of 
direction/information

• Are you able to provide visual supports?

• Try getting “eyes on” attention (this doesn’t always mean direct eye 
contact – some can’t). Then state direction. Get the child/person to repeat.

• Make sure you aren’t giving too many directions at once! 



Tier 2 . . . What considerations do we need to think 
about for the next level of intervention?

• Communication with family
• What is the root cause of the behavior? Do you know? Do you need help 

finding out? 
• Creating behavior agreements with the child and family
• Frontloading expectations and any changes in scheduling
• Ensuring there is a clearly communicated plan about what will happen if 

behavioral expectations are not met. 
• Having a private, calm space available where a child is able to go to 

regulate (themselves or with help from staff)

What else can you think of? What else do you do?   





Working with students in 

order to create competing 

pathways maps can help 

them visualize a new path 

or way to help solve their 

problem. Working 

together to come up with 

solutions lets them feel 

more in control. 

This can only be done 

while the child is in a 

regulated and calm state. 

Sometimes well after 

(even days after) the 

problem has occurred. 



Setting Limits

• A verbal intervention skill in which a person is offered choices and 
consequences.

Keys to effective limit setting:

Simple and clear

Reasonable

Enforceable 



Examples of Limit Setting

• Interrupt and Redirect – Can help the person stop what they are doing and 
consider an alternative. “Pam, you’re shouting at me, please speak quietly.

• When and Then – Helps the person consider a positive behavior and the 
immediate impact. “when you clean up the paint, then we get to go to the 
playground”.

• If and Then – Helps the person reflect on their current behavior and the 
impact it is having on the future. “If you don’t clean up the spill, then it 
won’t be safe for others.”



Tier 3 – What are the considerations if you reach this level of 
behavior? Is this something that you see or have experience with?

• Safety. Having a plan to ensure the safety of the child, other children and 
staff is extremely important. 

• If this behavior is something that has happened in the past, there should 
be a clear plan outlining what happens in the event of extremely 
challenging behavior. There will likely be others involved. 

• It is important to follow a plan with clear boundaries and expectations. 
Follow through with the plan is critical. 

• Do not make threats or set expectations that cannot or will not be 
followed through on. This can lead to inadvertently reinforcing the 
unexpected behavior. 

• Importance of the “TEAM” approach.



The power of redirection!
Works especially well for super stuck brains! 

React in an unexpected way (works well with 

swearing)

Ask a seemingly strange/out of place question.

Watch a funny cat video on youtube

Show them a random picture on your cell phone

Ask them for help with something – get them 

moving.



How to help someone in a major 
freak out.

Stay calm, use a low and slow tone, take breaths, give 
space if you need to (don’t leave them alone unless 
they are becoming violent/throwing/hitting), don’t talk 
much – let them know you are there for them. Get help 
from a supervisor. Don’t try to solve the problem. Keep 
yourself safe. Reflective listening. Build rapport 
afterwards. Stay non-judgmental – it’s not about you!



So . . . 

How do we get a 
“flipped lid” back 

down?



How to help the child that doesn’t want to 
be helped?

Something happened that the teacher didn’t see. The child is crying and wont talk. You try 
to help and reach out and get more information, but the child just shuts down. What can I 
do?

Empathetic listening

Gather info from others if possible

“You look _______, how can I help?”

Would you like me to stay, or would you like some space. 

Give space and think time

Talk to them about what will be happening later in the day.

Trying talking to them about something unrelated – their interests. Show a funny youtube
video if you have access to that. Tell funny jokes. Try to distract and redirect. 

Help from counsellor, colleague that has a relationship with the child, principal.



How to quickly pick the right thing in a minutes 
notice that will work?

You’ll always just try your best!
You may make mistakes, give
yourself permission to learn 
from those mistakes and move
forward.  If you bring empathy 
and compassion to every situation, you can’t go 
wrong!



A little creativity, can go a long 
way to allowing people to feel 
included and a part of the team. 

The ability to think “outside the 
box” is important!



Verbal Intervention Tips and Techniques

DO

• Remain calm

• Isolate the situation

• Enforce limits

• Listen

• Be aware of non-verbals

• Be consistent

DON’T

• Overreact

• Get into a power struggle

• Make false promises

• Be threatening

• Give fake attention

• Use too much language/jargon



Having to choke down the humble pie.

The ability to self-reflect can 
be an incredibly important 
and valuable tool when 
working with challenging 
behavior. Reflect on your 
reactions and responses to 
situations. Think about how 
they helped or hindered the 
outcome. That said, take it 
as a learning opportunity 
and don’t beat yourself up. 
We are human after all.   

Did something about 
this situation trigger 
me and cause an 
over-reaction?

I am feeling over-the-top stressed 
right now! I probably could have 
handled that in a different way.

I wonder what is going on for that 
person that caused them to react 
that way? I’m going to pay closer 
attention.

Situations like this cause me so much distress, perhaps 
I could ask someone to switch out and help if it 
happens again. 



How full is your battery?

Check in with yourself.



Having a positive and trusting relationship with your co-workers is 
important – especially in times of challenge and stress! 

Do you have someone at work you feel comfortable “checking in” 
with at work? 

Behavior is communication – That applies to us too!





When the 
going gets 
tough . . . 

Take care of 
each other. 





http://northstarpaths.com/contact-us/

For Visuals:  Kristin Wiens at;

https://www.kimbarthel.ca

See OT Kim Barthel at;

Recommended Resources for extended learning

www.pwsusa.org

www.PWCF.org



Recommended resources continued . . . 



Teachers of Inclusive Education of BC (TIE-BC) is a provincial specialist 
association of the BCTF.  For 46 years, TIE-BC has been hosting a 

conference for inclusive educators.   TIE-BC was first known as the Special 
Education Association (SEA) until the name was changed in 2017. 



What can TIE-BC offer you?

Members who participate can apply 
for a grant to cover the cost of the 

book.  The TIE-BC professional 
learning coordinator hosts a blog 

that provides questions to consider 
and an opportunity to share 

comments on-line. 

Book Studies
This summers book 

study!

TIE-BC members have the 
opportunity to join me this 

summer to take a closer look at 
the newest book by Kristin Souers

and Pete Hall;

Relationship, Responsibility 
and Regulation: Trauma 

Invested Practices for 
Fostering Resilient Learners



TIE-BC supports chapters in locals 
around the province.  Chapters 

receive grants to support 
professional development events 

in locals.  Delegates from Chapters 
receive complementary 

registration at the Crosscurrents 
conference and assist with running 

the conference.

Local Chapters

TIE-BC provides a digital newsletter three times a year 
for members that includes reports from the executive 
and other information. Members are encouraged to 
share their ideas through writing for the publication.  
This is a place for members to share their research and 
their teaching strategies with others.

Digital Newsletters



The Crosscurrents conference is now held on the PSA day in October. This 
conference brings in speakers from around North America and BC to share 

ideas on best practice for making education accessible for all learners. 
Conference attendees also have the opportunity to visit the exhibitors that 

bring resources for inclusive educators together in one place.

This year marks our 46th annual conference! 



Do I need to be an inclusive educator to 
join TIE-BC?

No way! In fact, we offer resources and support to our 
members that address behavior, mental health, 
complex health, inclusion and more! With the 

complexity of todays classrooms, it can be helpful to 
be a part of a supportive community that you can 

engage with in these areas.



Check out our social media!

http://www.tiebc.com

https://www.facebook.com/TIEBC/

https://twitter.com/TIE_BC

tie_bc

http://www.tiebc.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TIEBC/
https://twitter.com/TIE_BC




What is anxiety?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpolpKTWrp4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpolpKTWrp4




We need to work towards decreasing our OWN 
anxiety before we are able to decrease someone 

else's. Check in with yourself. 



• Structure and routine. 
• The important of relationship building (with caregivers, with teachers, with 

everyone)
• Front-loading expectations, changes, transitions, . . . Pretty much everything!
• Using visual supports
• Breaking processes down “go get ready for bed” (too much), break it down. 
• Common language (Expected, Unexpected)
• Giving choice
• Power with, not power over.
• Decrease language
• Re-direction; asking other questions – trying to engage the pre-frontal cortex.
• Say what you mean, mean what you say. Can help with the rigid thinking.
• Avoid power struggles
• Use humor

What can help decrease anxiety . . . 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FnZnbN3mQJ4

How Does Laughter Work?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FnZnbN3mQJ4

